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Cover Story AUSTRALIAN WORKSHOP MANAGER

BG Products USA has a huge reputation for producing high performance trade-only fuel and  
engine treatments since 1971. In a 2008 survey of U.S. car dealership service departments,  

Service Managers in the United States used BG Products more than any other fluid maintenance 
product line, including those provided by the dealer’s OEMs. The number one reason given  

was “quality and performance”.

Principal among these treatments is BG’s hero product, 44K. In the same survey, almost three times as many Service 
Managers said BG 44K is the best fuel system cleaner available, over any other brand.

The key to 44K’s success is its patented Polyether Amine technology. It’s not cheap, but as acknowledged by the Engine 
Manufacturers Association (www.enginemanufacturers.org), PEA as it is commonly known, is the only recognised and 
approved chemical compound for effectively dissolving and removing stubborn fuel deposits. 

Tests by Porsche North America have proven that BG 44K safely removes stubborn fuel deposits from the fuel tank, 
all the way through (and including) the oxygen sensor, EGR system and catalytic converter in just one treatment. With 
Australia’s fuel quality creating fuel system contamination problems for many vehicles, 44K’s unique formula is the 
ultimate solution to today’s drivability issues. 

Another current issue for workshops is reduced vehicle drivability as a result of air intake system deposits. These fuel 
deposits (residing within the plenum and around the throttle plate rim) disrupt the intake of combustion air, so critical 
to fuel management and power output. This condition creates many common problems, such as decreased power, 
increased emissions, and loss of vital fuel economy. If you think this is just a problem for older vehicles, think again. 
Many dealership service departments are seeing heavily contaminated intake and plenum areas at as low as 
15,000 kilometers. To address this issue, and deliver the ultimate chemical fuel system service, BG has combined 44K 
with BG Air Intake System Cleaner in a two-part fuel system service kit. 

BG Air Intake System Cleaner is a unique 
chemical formula specifically designed to 
remove deposits from the throttle body and 
inlet manifold without removing the protective 
coatings used on modern systems. The 
complete two-step fuel service takes less 
than ten minutes to carry out, and has a 
dramatic effect on drivability, emissions and 
fuel efficiency. 

To maintain fuel system cleanliness, new formula CF5 has been introduced to BG’s Australian line up. CF5 is added to 
the fuel tank between major services to reduce the further build-up of deposits, particularly on vehicles used mainly for 
stop-start urban driving.

BG Products are available throughout Australia. For more information visit  
or contact Essential Service Programs on
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